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1 Introduction

Davies [Dav2] recently raised the question of obtaining local lower bounds on the semigroup
kernels associated with m-th order strongly elliptic operators acting on Rd. He developed
a method which gives bounds for self-adjoint operators with measurable coefficients, in
divergence form, whenever m > d. In addition he indicated how the bounds could be
derived for a class of self-adjoint operators with regular coefficients if d ~ m. In this
note we describe an alternative method of obtaining local lower bounds which extends
Davies' results in several directions. It works with R d replaced by a general d-dimensional
Lie group G and gives bounds for m-th order self-adjoint strongly elliptic operators with
measurable coefficients in divergence form whenever m ~ d. In fact the method only
requires the principal part of the operator to be self-adjoint, or close to self-adjoint, and
does not impose symmetry restrictions on the lower order terms. If d > m then it also
applies to almost self-adjoint subelliptic operators whenever the principal coefficients are
Tn-times differentiable in the LOCi-sense.

Our method was used earlier (see [Rob], Chapters 3, 4 and 5) for second-order opera
tors with real coefficients. It is based on an idea of Varopoulos [Var] for the sublaplacian
together with perturbation arguments. The method relies on three properties of the semi
group kernel:

1. positive-definiteness, which is a consequence of self-adjointness (see, for
example, [Rob] page 491),

11. Gaussian upper bounds, which have been derived under a wide variety of
conditions (see, for example, [Davl] [Rob] [E1Rl] [E1R4] [ArE]),

lll. a weak conservation property, which can be expressed as a lower bound on
the integral of the kernel.

The only geometric property of the underlying space required for small-time bounds on
the kernel is the local doubling property of the volume. If the (global) doubling property
is valid the bounds extend to large times and can in certain cases be used to obtain lower
bounds on resolvent kernels.

2 Self-adjoint kernels

Let X be a locally compact metric space with metric d and a regular measure JL. For each
x E X and r > 0 set B(x; r) = {y EX: d(x; y) < r} and IB(x; r)1 = JL(B(x; r)). Further
let nc denote the complement of an open subset n ~ X. We assume throughout that JL
satisfies the local doubling property, i.e., there is a c> 0 such that

IB(x;2r)J:S cIB(x;r)1

uniformly for x E X and r :s 1. We further assume that the volume

V(r) = sup IB(x; r)1
xEX

1

(1)



is finite for all r E (0,1]. It is subsequently important to note that if r > 1 the local
doubling property (1) implies the existence of a minimal Cr ~ 1 such that

(2)

uniformly for all t E (0, r- l ].

Next for each t > 0 let K t be a bounded measurable function from X x X to C satisfying
the following properties for some fixed positive T

1. Kt(x;y) = Kt(y;x) for all x,y E X and t E (0,1],

2. there is an a > °such that IKt(x; x)1 ::; a V(t"Yt l for all x E X and
t E (0,1],

3. lim sup sup f dj-l(Y) IKt(x; y)1 = ° ,
r-+oo tE(O,r-1h] xEX JB(x ;rrt)c

4. lim sup 11- f dj-l(y)J(t(x;y)1 = °.
t-+O xEX Jx

\Ve further assume K has the small time convolution semigroup property

(3)

for all x, y E X and s, t E (0,1].
Note that the integral in (3) exists by Property 3 and the boundedness of the K t .

Indeed, by Property 3 and the boundedness of the Kt there exists a t l E (0,1] such
that SUpxEX Ix dj-l(Y) IKt(x; y) I < 00 for all t E (0, t l ]. But then the identity (3) gives
SUPxEX Ix dj-l(Y) IKt(x; y)1 < 00 for all t E (0,2t l ]. By induction it follows that the integral
(3) exists for all s, t E (0,1].

Further note that if the volume V (r) were infinite for some r ::; 1 then Property 2
together with (3) would imply K t = °for all t E (0,1]. Hence the finiteness of the volume
is not an essential restriction in the current context.

The above hypotheses are typically satisfied for the kernels associated with self-adjoint
m-th order strongly elliptic or subelliptic operators acting on L 2(X; Ii) in which case
I = 11m and (3) is valid for all s, t > 0. Examples and applications will be discussed in
Section 4.

Since K t is bounded it follows with the aid of Properties 1 and 3 that

sup f dj-l(y)IKt(x;y)l=sup f dj-l(x)IKt(x;y)l<oo
xEX Jx yEX Jx

for each t E (0,1]. Hence one can define bounded operators St, with t E (0,1], on LI(X; j-l)
and Loo(X; j-l) by

(StCP)(x) = kdj-l(y)Kt(x;y)cP(y) .

It then follows by interpolation that these operators extend to bounded opera.tors St on
the space Lp(X; j-l), with operator norm
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for all p E [1,00]. Property 1 implies the St are self-adjoint on L2(X; p) and (3) gives the
semigroup property Ss+t = SsSt for all s, t E (0,1]. Property 4 on the kernel is a form of
continuity of the action of S on Loo (X ; p). It states that

lim IIStlL - Jilioo = 0
t-tO

where lL E Loo(X; p) is the identity function. In many applications StlL = lL or, equiva
lently,

Ldp(y) Kt(x; y) = 1

for all x E X which indicates that Property 4 corresponds to a conservation law.

Theorem 2.1 Let K be a bounded small time convolution semigroup satisfying Properties
1-4. Then there exist c > 0 and to E (0,1] such that

Kt(x;x);::: cV(fYt1

uniformly for all x E X and t E (0, to].

Proof Let c.p E Cc(X). Then

{ dx ( dyc.p(x)Kt(x;y)c.p(y) = { dx { dy ( dzKt/2(z;x)c.p(x)Kt/2 (z;y)c.p(y)h h h Jx h

=Ldz ILdy Kt/2(z; y) c.p(y) 1

2

;::: 0

for all t E (0,1], where we have set dx = dJ.L( x) and used Property 1 and the semigroup
property (3). Therefore Kt is positive-definite. In particular, Kt(x;x);::: 0 for all x EX
and

Kt(x; x) - 2p ReKt(x; y) + p2 Kt(y; y) ;::: 0

for all pER and x, y EX. Consequently,

Kt(x; x) ;::: 2p IB(x; rfY)I-1 ( dy ReKt(x; y) - p2 IB(x; rf") 1-1 r dy Kt(y; y)
JB(x;rt'l) JB(x;rt'l)

for all x EX, t E (0, 1], p > 0 and r ;::: 1 such that rfY ~ 1. Now we estimate the terms on
the right hand side from below.

The second term is straightforward. It follows from Property 2 that

for all x E X, t E (0,1]' p> 0 and r ;::: 1 such that rf'Y ~ 1.
The first term is slightly more complicated and is estimated by viewing the integral as

an integral over X minus the integral over the complement of the ball B(x; rf'Y). One has

Hence there exists a to E (0,1] such that
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uniformly for all t E (0, to] and x E X by Property 4. Alternatively,

I
f dy ReI<t(x; Y)I:s; f dy !I<t(x; y)1

JB(x;rt"l)C JB(x;rt"l)C

Therefore, by Property 3 there exists an r ?: 1 such that

I f dy Re I<t (x ; y) I :s; 1/4
JB(x;rt"l)C

uniformly for all x E X and t E (0, r-1h]. Combining these estimates gives

uniformly for all t E (0, to /\ r-1h] and x E X. Hence (2) gives

and setting p = (2acr t 1 one obtains

D

The theorem has several distinct applications which we will discuss in Section 4. These
applications require the verification of the various hypotheses on the kernel and the main
problem is the verification of Property 4. The other properties usually follow straightfor
wardly from known estimates, e.g., Gaussian upper bounds, and can often be verified in
stronger versions. Therefore it is worthwhile remarking that the conclusion of the theorem
follows from a weaker version of Property 4,

lim sup 11 -I f df-l(Y) I<t(x; Y)II = °
t-+O xEX Jx

The proof is very similar but one uses the positive-definiteness of I<t in the form

for all pEe and x, y EX.

The hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 were formulated in a weak form sufficient to obtain a
small-time on-diagonal bound. But in many applications stronger conditions are satisfied
and the conclusions are correspondingly stronger. In particular one can obtain bounds
valid for all t > 0. Next we give illustrations based on variations of Properties 2-4.

First assume the volume V (r) is finite for all r > a and that it satisfies the asymptotic
bounds

V(t) :s; a eut (4)

for some a > 0, a ?: °and all t ?: 0. Secondly let w ?: 0, I E (0,1) and consider the
following properties:

4



2w • there is an a' > 0 such that

for all x E X and t > 0,

3w • there is a b > 0 such that

lim sup sup ebr"-wt r dp(y) lI<t(x; y)1 = 0
r-oo t>o xEX JB(x;rtr)C

with cy = (1 - ,t\
4w • there is an a" > 0 such that

inf I r dll(Y) I<t(x; y)1 ~ a"e-wt
xEX lx

for all t > O.

Moreover, suppose the semigroup property (3) is valid for all s, t > O. Now one has the
following:

Corollary 2.2 Let I< be a bounded convolution semigroup satisfying Properties 1, 2w-4w
and assume the asymptotic volume bounds (4) are valid. If w > 0 then there exist c > 0
and K, ~ 0 such that

I<t(x; x) ~ c V(t'Y)-le- Kt

uniformly for all x E X and t > O. Alternatively) if w = 0 then there exist c > 0 and K, ~ 0
such that

I<t(x; x) ~ c V(t'Ytle-KfY

uniformly for all x E X and t > O.

Proof The proof of the corollary is a straightforward modification of the proof of The
orem 2.1. First repeating the proof of the theorem with the stronger assumptions and
with the modification mentioned directly after the proof one deduces that there exists a
to> 0 such that I<t(x;x) ~ Co V(t'Yt 1 for all t E (O,to] and x EX. Therefore it suffices
to establish lower bounds for all t ~ to. But the previous arguments give bounds

for all p, r, t > O. Moreover, Property 3w establishes that there exist b> 0 and ro ~ 1 such
that

sup r dy lI<t(x; y)1 :::; 2-1a"e-br"+wt
xEX JB(x;rt'Y)c

for all r ~ ro and t > O. Now choosing r = ro + (2wt/b)1/Ci one deduces that

I<t(x; x) ~ a"p IB(x; rt'Y)1-1e-wt - a'p2 V(t'Y)-lewt

~ a"p V(rt'Y)-le-wt - a'p2 V(t'Yt1ewt
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for all x E X, P > 0 and t > o. Then since rfY = rafY + vt with v = (2wjb)I/Ci one has

I<t(x; x) 2: a"pV(rafY + vt)-Ie-wt - a'p2 V({ytIewt

= 8 e-3wt(a"V(rat'Y +vttl - a'8V(t'Yt l ) (5)

for all x E X, 8> 0 and t > 0, where we set p = 8e-2wt . But V(rafY + vt):::; aea(rot'+vt).
Therefore

I<t(x;x) 2: 8e-3wt(aa"e-a(rot'Y+vt) -a'8V(tJt1)

= (2a't 1(aa")2(V( tJ) )2V( fYt 1e-(3w+2av)t e-2aroP

for all t 2: ta, by an appropriate choice of 8. Finally note that if w = 0 then v = 0 and one
can choose K = 20Ta. 0

The last result indicates that if w = 0 then the volume growth at infinity is important.
Next we examine the situation typical for polynomial growth.

The measure It is said to have the (global) doubling property if there is a c > 0 such
that

IB(x;2r)l:::; cIB(x;r)J

uniformly for all x E X and r E (0, (0).

Corollary 2.3 Let I< be a bounded convolution semigroup satisfying Properties 1, 2w-4w
with w = O. Suppose the volume V (r) is finite for all r > 0 and the measure satisfies the
(globa0 doubling property. Then there exists a c > 0 such that

uniformly for all x E X and t > O.

Proof The global doubling property implies that for all r 2: 1 there exists a Cr 2: 1 such
that V(rt) :::; Cr V(t) uniformly for all t > O. Since w = 0 the inequality (5) establishes the
existence of an ra 2: 1 such that

I<t( x; x) 2: 8 (a"V(rafY)-l - a'8 V( fYt1) 2: 8 V(t'Yt 1(a"c~l - a'8)

for all t > 0, x E X and 8> O. Now take 8 = (2a'cro t 1a". o

It is also of interest that if the kernel I< is associated with a continuous self-adjoint
semigroup S then the bounds of the theorem can be transferred to the kernels associated
with the corresponding fractional power semigroups. Assume the semigroup S is uniformly
bounded on the spaces Lp(X; fl) for all p E [1,00], i.e., the operators St are uniformly
bounded for all t E (0, (0). Let H denote the generator of S. Then for each a E (0,1) the
fractional power HCi is well-defined and generates a semigroup SCi which is both uniformly
bounded and holomorphic in the open right half-plane on each of the Lp-spaces. The
semigroups S and SCi are related by an integral formula

6



where J1r is a family of positive integrable functions on R+ with total integral one (for
details see, for example, [Yos], Section IX.ll, or [Rob], Section 11.5). Moreover one has the
scaling relation J1r (s) = r 1

/
ex fir (st- 1

/
ex ) and the integrability property

(6)

for all j3 ;::: 0.
Formally Sex is determined by a kernel f{ex given by the relation

(7)

but under our very general assumptions there is no reason that the integral exists. There is
no problem with integrability at infinity because the uniform boundedness of S on L1 (X; J1)
combined with the semigroup property ensures that

sup sup If{t(x; y)1 < 00
t:2:1 x,yEX

If one further assumes that there are b, j3 > 0 such that

sup If{t(x; y)1 < brf3
x,yEX

for all t E (0, 1] then integrability is ensured by (6) and one readily justifies the relation
(7). Now suppose J{ satisfies the on-diagonal lower bounds of Theorem 2.1 on the interval
(0, to]. Since fir has total integral one it follows that there exists an lVfex > 1 such that
foMa ds J1r (s) ;::: 1/2. Set ta = tg M;;I/a. Then for all t E (0, ta] one has

for all x E X, where we used V(MJ t'Y/a) ::; eMJ. v(p/a) for all t E (0, ta] by the inequal
ities (2). Note that if the stronger assumptions of Corollary 2.3 are satisfied then these
arguments are easily modified to give the on-diagonal lower bounds for all t > 0.

Theorem 2.1 gives on-diagonal lower bounds for the kernel and one can also obtain
off-diagonal estimates if one has some additional continuity, e.g., the following Holder
continuity property:

5. there exist a, v, T > 0 such that

uniformly for all t E (0, T) and x, y E X such that d(x; y) ::; P.

7



Corollary 2.4 Let K be a bounded small time convolution semigroup satisfying Proper

ties 1-5. Then there exist c> 0 and "',to E (0,1] such that

ReKt(x; y) 2: c V(fYt 1

uniformly for' all x, y E X and t E (0, to] with d( x ; y) ::; '" fY.

Proof One has

by the triangle inequality. Therefore the corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem
2.1 and Property 5. 0

There is an alternative large t off-diagonal estimate in the setting of Corollary 2.3.

Corollary 2.5 Let K be a bounded convolution semigroup satisfying Properties 1, 2w-4w

with w = 0 and Property 5 with T = 00. Suppose the volume V(r) is finite for all r > 0
and the measure satisfies the (globa0 doubling property. Then there exists a c > 0 and

'" E (0, 1] such that
ReKt(x;y) 2: cV(tl't1

uniformly for all x, y E X and t > 0 with d( x ; y) ::; '" fY .

This follows by the same argument.
Note that if w > 0 then this reasoning gives off-diagonal lower bounds c V(fYtle-wt but

restricted to a region d(x ; y) ::; '" fY e-w't. Off-diagonal bounds follow by similar arguments
for the kernels of the fractional semigroups if one has an appropriate form of continuity.

The bounds of Corollary 2.4 can be used in combination with Gaussian upper bounds,
or even weaker bounds, to obtain lower bounds on the real part of the associated resolvent
kernels, i.e., the Laplace transforms of the the semigroup kernels. This will be illustrated
at the end of Subsections 4.1 and 4.2.

3 Non self-adjoint kernels

The discussion of lower bounds in the last section was suited to the kernels associated with
self-adjoint semigroups. The self-adjointness was expressed by the property

One can, however, obtain estimates for general kernels by perturbation around the self
adjoint case. There are two general approaches which have different ranges of applicability.

First one can compare the general, non self-adjoint, kernel K with a self-adjoint kernel
K(O) which satisfies the properties and estimates of Section 2. Since

(8)

it follows that the diagonal lower bounds on K(O) give similar bounds on Re K whenever
one can choose K(O) such that

8



For this it suffices that

for the semigroups Sand S(O) associated with K and K(O) on Loo(X; f.1), if such semigroups
exist. (The norm is the crossnorm from L 1(X;ll) to L oo (X;f.1).) Typically S(O) might be
chosen as the semigroup generated by the self-adjoint part of the generator of S.

An alternative approach is to compare K with its adjoint J{* defined by

Then the semigroup property (3) of J{ gives the identity

2ReKt(x; x) = lx df.1(z) !J{t/2(Z; xW + jy df.1(z) 1J{;/2(Z; x)1 2

-lx df.1(z) !J{t/2(Z; x) - Ii;/2(z; x)1 2

But with suitable hypotheses on K, similar to those of the previous section, one can derive
lower bounds aV( (\')-1 on the first two terms on the right hand side of this expression.
This is achieved by applying the earlier arguments to the self-adjoint kernels

Lt(x;y) = lx df.1(z)Ii;/2(x;z)J{t/2(z;y) ,

Mt(x; y) = lx df.1(z) K t/2(x; Z)K;/2(Z; y)

Then to deduce the required bounds on Re K it suffices to establish that

lim V(t") sup f df.1(z) \I<t/2(Z; x) - K;/2(Z; x)1 2 = 0 .
t--+O xEX Jx

(9)

But this is equivalent to showing that the semigroup S corresponding to J{ and its adjoint
S* corresponding to K* satisfy

where the norm is the crossnorm from L2(X; f.1) to Loo(X; f.1). In the next proposition we
state sufficient conditions on K such that L t satisfies on-diagonal lower bounds.

Proposition 3.1 Let S be a semigroup with kernel J{, let D' ~ 1 and mE (1, (0). Suppose

I. there exist a,p > 0 such that SUPxEX IB(x;r)1 ~ arD'epr for allr E (0,00),

II. there exist a, b > 0 such that

IKt(x; y)1 ~ a rD'/me-b(d(x;y)mt-l)l/(m-l)

for all t E (0,1] and x, y E X,

III. lim IISt1 - 11100 = lim IIS;l - 11100 = o.t--+O t--+O

Then there exist c > 0 and to E (0,1] such that Lt(x; x) ~ ct-D'/m for all t E (0, to] and
x E X, where Lt is defined by (9).

9



Proof The kernel L t is obviously self-adjoint and L t is the convolution of J{* with J{.

Since the convolution of two Gaussians is again dominated by a Gaussian (see [EIRl],
proof of Lemma 2.2) it follows that the kernel L t defined by (9) satisfies Gaussian bounds
of order m. Therefore Properties 2 and 3 of Section 2 are valid with I = 11m. But

and 115;1100-+00 is bounded uniformly for all t E (0,1]. Therefore limt-+o 115;St:n. - :n.lloo = 0,
which is equivalent to Property 4 for Lt. Now the proof of the proposition follows as in
the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0

A useful variant on the second approach is based on the identity

These methods will be illustrated in the next section with specific examples.

4 Examples

vVe illustrate the results of Section 2 by examining kernels associated with various elliptic
operators on a general Lie group. The discussion naturally covers the usual strongly
elliptic operators on Rd. As a preliminary we recall some definitions and notation (see
[EIR2] [EIR1] for further details).

We use the notation of [Rob]. Let G be a d-dimensional connected Lie group with (left)
Haar measure dg and right Haar measure dg. Let al, . .. ,ad' be an algebraic basis of rank
r for the Lie algebra 9 of G, i.e., the span of aI, ... ,ad' together with all commutators of
order at most r equals g. For p E [1,00] let L = L c denote the left regular representation of
G in Lv = Lp(G;dg) and Ai the generator of the one-parameter group t f-+ L(exp(-tai))'
The dual of the operator Ai on Lv equals

-iL = -(A + ,BJ) , (11)

where ,Bj = it It=o~( exp(tad) is the derivative of the modular function at the identity e of
G. By X* we denote the dual of an operator X on Lv. Define the distance d'(g; h) between
two points g, h E G by

d'(g ; h) = sup{ 17jJ(g) - 7jJ( h) I : 7jJ E Cbjoo real and IIA7jJ 1100 :::; 1 for all i E {I, ... , d'n ,

where Cbjoo ~ L oo denotes the spaces of all infinitely differentiable functions with all deriva
tives bounded. We always consider this distance in this section. The modulus Igl' = d'(g; e)
is the distance between 9 and the identity element e of G. Note that B(g; p) = B(e; p)g
for all 9 E G and p > 0. By [NSW], Theorem 1, there exists a D' E Nand c 2:: 1 such that

(12)

for all p E (0,2]. Consequently, the right Haar measure has the local doubling property (1).
Set J(d') = U~=o{I, ... , d,}n and for every a = (i l , ... , in) E J(d') let lal = n be the

length of a and define Ae> = Ail' .. Ain . Moreover, for n E N let L'pjn = nlal::;n D(Aa) be the

10



subspace of n times differentiable functions with respect to the left regular representation

in Lp. The space L~;n is equipped with the norm IIif'II~;n = maxjal::;n IIAaif'llp.
Ifm E N is even and C: J(d') -+ C is such that Ca = C(a) = 0 for all a with lal 2: m+l

consider the operator

H = dLG(C) = l: Ca Aa

aEJ(d')

with domain D(H) = Lf,;m. Vve call C a subcoercive form of step r if the operator dLa(C)
satisfies a Garding inequality on L2 (G), where G is the connected simply connected Lie
group with d' generators which is free of step r (see [ElR2], Section 2). This means that
there exist f-l, v > 0 such that

Re(<p,dLa(C)i.p) 2: f-l l: IIAaif'II~2(a) - v II<pll~2(a)
lal=m/2

uniformly for all if' E C~(G). The supremum f-lc over all possible f-l is called the ellipticity
constant.

Note that if aI, ... ,ad' is a vector space basis of g then d' = d, r = 1 and C is subcoercive
of step 1 if, and only if, C is strongly elliptic, i.e., there exists a f-l > 0 such that

Re l: Ca (i~)a 2: f-l1~lm
lal=m

for all ~ E R d
, where ~a = ~il ... ~in if a = (i l , ... , in). If d' = d then we write Lp;n = Lf,;n,

etc..
Secondly, if m = 2 and al, ... , ad' is an algebraic basis of rank r > 2 then C is

subcoercive of step r if, and only if, there exists a f-l > 0 such that

d'

-Re L C((i,j))~i~j 2: f-l1~12
i,j=l

for all ~ E Cd' (see [ElR3], Proposition 3.7).

4.1 Smooth coefficients

Fix M, f-l > 0 and mEN even. Denote by £8 (nt, M, f-l) the set of all operators

with bounded measurable variable coefficients ca : G -+ C such that

1. Ca E L'=im and IIcall'=;m :::; M if lal = m; Ca = 0 if lal > m; IIcalloo :::; M if
lal < m and

11. C(g) is a subcoercive form of step r and ellipticity constant f-lc(g) 2: f-l for
all g E G where C(g): J(d') -+ C is given by C(g)(a) = ca(g).

The domain of H equals D(H) = Lf,;m.

11



It follows from [ElRl], Theorem 4.1, that for each H E £s(m,M,f-l) the closure of
H generates a continuous semigroup S on all the Lp-spaces and S has a continuous fast
decreasing kernel K given by

uniformly for all t > 0, 9 E G and r.p E Lp.

Theorem 4.1 Let M,f-l > 01 mEN be even and let Ho = LaEJ(dl)C~O)AO' E £s(m, M, f-l)
be essentially self-adjoint on L2. Then there exist c, [, '" > 0 and to E (0,1] such that

for all g, h E G and t E (0, to] with d'(g; h) :::; '" t 1
/

m where the estimates are uniform for
all H = LO'EJ(dl) CO' Aa E £s(m, M, f-l) with IlcO' - c~O)lIoo < [ for all lal = m. (K is the
kernel associated with H.)

Proof We show that the conditions of Proposition 3.1 are valid uniformly for all H E

£s(m, M, f-l). It follows from [ElR1], Theorem 4.l.IV, that there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ 0
such that

(
1 l)l/(m-J)

IKt(g; h)1 :::; a rD'/mewte-b Igh- I't-

uniformly for all t > 0, g, h E G and H E £s(m, M, f-l). This is Condition II of Proposi
tion 3.l.

For all a E J(d') with lal = mlet f3a"O' E J(d') be such that 1f30'1 = 1i0'1 = m/2 and
a = (130" 10')' the concatenation of f3a and 10" Let H = LO'EJ(dl ) caAa E £s( m, M, f-l). Since
the CO' are m and hence m/2 times differentiable the operator H can be rewritten in the
form

H = L A,6a ca Al'a + L c~A8 +Co I
lal=m 1:S:181:S:m-l

with cs, Co E L oo . Set HI = H - Co I. Obviously H1 l = 0, so

(13)

for all t > 0, where S(1) is the semigroup generated by the closure HI of HI. Then with S
the semigroup generated by H one has

(1) ft (1) t
Stl - 1 = Stl - St 1 = Jo ds Ss(H1 - H)St_s l = - Jo ds Ss Co 1

by the Duhamel formula. Therefore there exists a c > 0 such that

uniformly for all t E (0,1]. So limt-->o IIStl - 11100 = a uniformly for all H E £s(m, M, f-l).
The uniformity follows from the uniform kernel bounds for the semigroups.

Since there exists an M' > 0 such that

{H*IL'. : H E £s(m, M, f-l)} ~ £s(m,M',f-l)
p;m

12



it follows that limt.....o IIS;1 - 11100 = 0 uniformly for all H E Es(m, lVI, /1,). Therefore
Condition III is valid uniformly for all H E Es ( m, M, /1,).

Proposition 3.1 then implies that the kernel Lt defined by (9) is positive-definite and
there exist Cl > 0 and to E (0,1] such that

Lt(g ;g) ~ clrD'/m

uniformly for all 9 E G and t E (0, to]. But the proof establishes these estimates uniformly
for all H E Es(m, M, f-l).

Next we apply the identity (10). For all t > 0 and 9 E G one has

where <P~g) (h) = Kt ( h; g). Write H in the form

H = L A:lJocaA'o + L c~A8
lal=m 181~m-l

with Cs E Leo, using the identity (11). Then

H* = L A:lJoca*A'O + L (-1)18IA8c~
lal=m 181~m-l

where a* = (in, ... , il ) if a = (i l , ... , in) E J(d'). Moreover, the Ilcslloo are bounded
uniformly for all H E Es(m, M, f-l). By [EIRl], Theorem 4.1, there exists a C2 > 0 such that

uniformly for all a E J(d') with lal :s; m - 1, all t E (0,2], 9 E G and H E Es(m, M, f-l).
Therefore,

I(S;_s(H - H*)<pWs)(g) \

:s; L II (Af3::St - s)*lloo-+oo Ilca - ca*lIooIl A'°<pWslloo
lal=m

+ L IISt-slloo.....oollc~1100IIA8<pWsII00
181~m-l

+ L II(A
8
*St-s)*lloo-+oollc~llooll<pWslleo

181~m-l

:s; L c~llca - ca*lloo(t - S t l
/

2 (t + st D
' /m-l/2

lal=m

+ L c~lIc~lIeo ((t + s t(D'+181)/m + (t - s )-181/m(t + st D1 /m)
181~m-l

Then (14) implies that

Ifa iii, (Kt(g; h) - Kt*(g; h)) Kt(h; g)1 :s; C3 r D'/m L Ilca - ca*lIoo + C3 rD'/mtl /m

lal=m

13



for an appropriate C3 > O. Hence, if Ilca - ce>*lloo is sufficiently small for all lal = m, i.e.,
if E is small enough, and if t l E (0, to] is chosen appropriately, then

uniformly for all H E £s(m, }\1, f-l) with Ilca - c~O)II~;m < E for all lal = m, 9 E G and
t E (0, tl]' Then

by (10).
Finally, off-diagonal bounds follow from Corollary 2.4, since the kernel J(t is once dif-

ferentiable and hence Holder continuous. 0

A similar theorem is valid for kernels of weighted subcoercive operators (with constant
coefficients) in the sense of [EIR4]. We leave the formulation and the proof to the reader.

On nilpotent Lie groups we obtain optimal lower bounds in a neighbourhood of the
identity.

Theorem 4.2 Let G be a connected nilpotent Lie group and let s be the rank of the Lie

algebra 9 of G. Let al, ... ,ad' be an algebraic basis for g. Let H = dLa (C) be a pure m-th

order self-adjoint operator on L 2 ( G) associated with a subcoercive form c: J( d') --+ C of

step s. Then there exist c, K, > 0 such that

(15)

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E G with 191' ::; K, t l /m
! where J( is the kernel associated

with H.

Proof It follows from [ERS], Theorem 3.5, that the kernel and its derivatives satisfy
Gaussian bounds, e.g., there exist a, b > 0 such that

(16)

for all t > °and all 9 E G. Therefore the lower bounds of the theorem are a consequence
of Corollary 2.3. 0

The lower bounds (15) in combination with the upper bounds (16) allow one to establish
lower bounds on the real part of the kernel

of the resolvent ()..[ +H)-l. First note that each nilpotent group has polynomial growth.
In particular there is a DENa and a c ~ 1 such that

for all p ~ 1. In general the value of D differs from the local dimension D' defined by (12)
but D ~ D' if G is simply connected and D = D' if G is stratified.

14



Corollary 4.3 Adopt the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 and further assume m 2:: D V D'.
Then there is a c > 0 and for each p > 0 a Ap > 0 such that

{

c A-(l-D/m) if m > D
inf Re R>. (g) 2::

gEB(eip) C log A-I if m = D

uniformly for A E (0, Ap ].

Proof It follows from (15) and (16) that

100 itg ((I I' m l)l!(m-l)ReR>.(g) 2:: c dt V(tl/m)-l e->.t - a dt V(t 1/ m)-l e-b g) t- e->.t
~ 0

where tg = (K-1 Igl,)m and K is as in Theorem 4.2.
We may assume Atg ::; 1 and A ::; 1. Then

Alternatively, there exists a Co > 0 such that V(pt 1 ::; V(I)-l + Co p-D' for all p > O.
Therefore

a lt g dt V(tl/mtle-b((lgl,)mt-l)l!(m-l) e->.t

::; a K-m(Igl,)m11
dt V( K-1 Igl't1 / m)-1 e-b(Kmt-1 )l!(m-l)

::; a K-m(lgl')m11
dt (V(lt 1 + Co (K-llgl'tl/m)-D')e-b(Kmt-l)l!(m-l)

::; a' (lgl')m(1 + (jgl'tD')

for some a' > O. Hence

The first statement of the corollary follows immediately.
Secondly, if D = m a variation of these estimates gives

ReR>.(g) ~ c roo dtt- 1 e-t _ a' (lgl,)m(1 +(Igl')-D')
J>.t g

2:: c' log(A i g )-l - a' (lgl')m(1 + (Igl')-D')

and the second statement also follows. o

These estimates indicate that the Green function, the distribution kernel of the Lr
densely defined operator H- 1

, is positive.
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4.2 Measurable coefficients; low dimensions

In this subsection we consider strongly elliptic operators in divergence form with complex
measurable coefficient of order m = 2n and the dimension d = d' of G satisfying d :::; m.
We write Igl = Igl' for all g E G. Fix p > 0, and M > 0. Denote by £(m, M, p) the set of
all operators

H = L (Aa)*ca,fJ AfJ
lal, IfJl:Sn

with bounded measurable coefficients Ca,fJ: G --t C such that

Re L (1/Ja, ca,fJ 1/JfJ) 2: p, L II1/Ja II~
lal=lfJl=n lal=n

uniformly for all1/Ja E L 2 and Ilca,fJlloo :::; M for all a, (3 E J(d) with lal, 1(31 :::; n. Here (', .)
denotes the inner product on L 2. The (closed) operators H are defined as form operators
on L 2. If the principal coefficients are continuous the foregoing condition is equivalent to

Re L Ca ,f3te 2: p, L tc
lal=lfJl=n lal=n

for all ~ E Cd. Hence H is strongly elliptic.
It follows from the kernels bounds in [EIR8] that H generates a holomorphic semigroup

5 on L2, which extends to Lp for all p E [1,00]. Moreover,S has a kernel K. In the sequel
we need the following bounds on 5 and I<.

Proposition 4.4 Let M, p > 0. Then

I. there exist a, b > 0) w 2: °and v E (0,1) such that

lI<t(g;h)l:::; ard/mewte-b(lgh-llmt-l)l/(m-l)

and

(17)

!Kt(g;g) - Kt(g;k)l:::; a rd/mewt(lgk-1 Irl/mt

uniformly for all H E £(m, M, p,L t E (0, (0) and g, h, kEG with Igk-Il :::; t l
/
m)

II. there exist a > °and w 2: °such that

IIStllp-+oo :::; a rd/(mp)ewt

uniformly for all H E £(m, M, p,)) t E (0, (0) and p E [1,ooL

III. there exist 8 E (0,1)) a > °and w 2: °such that StLp ~ Lpin and

IIAa Stllp-+p :::; a rlal/mewt

(18)

(19)

uniformly for all HE £(m,M,p,L t E (0,00)) P E [1,00] with Ip-21 < 8 and
a E J(d) with lal :::; n.

Proof Statement I follows from [EIR8] Theorem 1.1, Statement II follows by a quadrature
estimate from the Gaussian bounds and Statement III from [EIR8] Remark 2.4. 0

We next prove lower bounds for K if H is almost self-adjoint.
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Theorem 4.5 Let M, fJ > 0 and let Ho = 2:\al, 1,6I~n(Aa)*c~~~A,6 E £(m, M, /-l) be self
adjoint on £:].. Then there exist c, 6, K, > 0 and to E (0,1] such that

ReI<t(g; h) ~ ccd
/

m

for all g, h E G and t E (0, to] with d(g ; h) ::; K, t1
/

m where the estimates are uniform for all

H = 2:lal, 1,6I~n(Aa)*ca,,6A,6 E £(m,M,f-l) with Ilca,,6 - c~~~lIoo < E: for all a,/3 E J(d) with
lal = 1/31 = n. (I< is the kernel associated with H.)

Proof The proof is a modification of the proof of Theorem 4.1. First, the Gaussian bounds
follow from (17), uniformly for all H E £(m, M, f-l). Secondly, the uniform Gaussian bounds
imply that limr-+oo(StlB(g;rtl/m)c)(g) = 0 uniformly for all H E £(m, M, /-l), t E (0,1] and
9 E G. So

(St:D.)(g) = lim r dhI<t(g;h) (20)
r-+oo JB(g;rt1/m)

uniformly for all H E £(m, M, f-l), t E (0,1] and 9 E G. Now consider an operator

H = 2:\al~n 2:1~1,6\~n(Aa)*c~~~A,6 E £(m, M, f-l). Let T1, TZ,.·. E C;:(G) be such that
Tk ~ 0, fG dg T(g) = 1 and supp Tk ~ B(e ; k-1 ) for all kEN. Let H(k) be the operator
with the smooth coefficients Tk*Ca ,,6 and S(k) and I«k) the associated semigroup and kernel.

Then H(k) E £(m, M, f-l) and it follows as in (13) that SIk):D. = 1. Moreover, for each t > 0

there exists a subsequence such that liml-+oo Idktl = I<t uniformly on compact subsets of
G x G (d. [ElR5], Proposition 2.8). Therefore, for all r > 0 and 9 E G one has

lim r ihI<Ikd(g;h) = r dhI<t(g;h).
1-+00 JB(g;rt1/m) JB(g;rt1/m)

Together with (20) this implies (St:D.)(g) = 1 for all t E (0,1] and 9 E G. By the semigroup
property it follows that for all strongly elliptic operators in divergence form with measurable
coefficients, and with each term containing at least one derivative on the right, that

(21 )

for all t > O. We next add the missing lower order terms by perturbation. Let H =

2:la l, 1,6I~n(Aa)*ca,,6A,6 E £(m, lvI, fJ), set D = 2:lal=n(Aa)*ca",o and HI = H - D, where
10 E J(d) is such that hoi = O. Then Tt:D. = :D. for all t > 0, where T is the semigroup
generted by HI. Let 8 > 0 be as in Proposition 4.4.III. For all t E (0,1], 9 E G and r > 0
one has with p = 2 + 8

I(St 1B(g;rt1/2))(g) - (Ttl B(g;rt1 / 2))(g)1

::; it ds II St-sDTsIB(g;rtl/2) 1100

::; L 1t ds II S(t-s)/zlIp-+oo II (AaS(t-s)/z)* IIp-+p IICa,-yo 1100 IITsIIp-+p 111B(g;rt1 / 2)lip
lal~n 0

::; 1I1B(gjr)llp L it ds a3 (T 1(t - s )td/(mp)-lal/mIICa,/,o 1100
lal~n

= a3111B(e;r) 1115 L t 1- d/(mp )-\al/m11
du (2-1 (1 - u) )-d/(mp)-\al/mllca,/,o 1100

lal~n 0
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uniformly for all 9 E G and t E (0,1], where we used the bounds (18) and (19). Note
that the integral converges since p > 2. Moreover, 1 - d/(mp) - lal/m > 0 for all a with
tal :::; n. Using the uniform limit (20) again one deduces that limt->o IIStl - It 1100 = 0
uniformly for all H E E(m, M, It). By the argument used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 one
deduces on-diagonal lower bounds for Lt.

In order to obtain bounds for J(t we again use (10). Let 8 > 0 be as in Proposition
4.4.1II and set p = 2 +8. By the bounds of Proposition 4.4 there exists an a > 0 such that
for all t > 0 and 9 E G one has

I ReLdh (J(t (g j h) - J(; (g ; h) ) J(t (h j g) I

:::; 1t ds I(S;_s(H - H*)Ss<p~9l)(g)1

:::; L 1t ds IIS(t_sl/21Ip->0011(AaS(t-sl/2)*llp->pllca,13 - CI3,aII00"AI3S(2s+tl/21Ip->pll<p~/~llp
lal, 1131~n

:::; a L Ilca ,13 - cl3,alloo 1t ds (t - std/(pml- lal/m(2s + ttll3l/mC(1-1/pld/m
lal, 1131~n

= a L Cd/mt(m-laHl3ll/mllca,13 - CI3,alloo 1
1

du (1- utd/(pml- lal/m(2u + 1)-II3I/m

lal, 1131~n

uniformly for all H E E(m, M, fl), where <p~9l(h) = J(t(h; g). Then, as in the proof of
Theorem 4.1, one deduces on-diagonal lower bounds for J(t.

Finally, from the Holder bounds of Proposition 4.4.1 one establishes off-diagonal kernel
bounds for J(t close to the diagonal as in the proof of Corollary 2.4. 0

For self-adjoint operators without "constant" terms one has on-diagonal lower bounds
uniformly for all t E (0, 00 ).

Corollary 4.6 Let

H = L (Aa)* Ca,I3A13 E U E(m, M, fl)
O~lal~n, M,J.L>O
l~ll3l~n

be self-adjoint on L 2. Then there exist c, w > 0 such that

uniformly for all t > 0 and 9 E G.

Proof This follows from Corollary 2.2 and (21). o

The next corollary has been proved by Davies, [Dav2] Theorem 6, when the order m of
the operator is strictly less than the dimension d of the group. The corollary is, however,
also valid if m = d.
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Corollary 4.7 Suppose G = R d and let

H = L (AO)*ca,fJAfJ E U £(m, M, 11)
lal=:lfJl=:n M,p,>O

be a pure m-th order self-adjoint operator on L 2(Rd
). Then there exist c, /1' > 0 such that

f{t(x; y) 2: et-d
/
m

uniformly for all t > 0 and x, y E R d such that Ix - yl ::; K, t 1
/

m
.

Proof In R d one can scale away the constant w in Proposition 4.4.1. Therefore one can
apply Corollary 2.5. 0

Since, in the framework of Corollary 4.7, one has off-diagonal lower bounds and Gaus
sian upper bounds for all t > a it follows that one can bound the real part of the resolvent
kernel

R>.(XiY) = 100

dte->.tf{t(X;Y)

from below. One simply repeats the arguments used in the proof of Corollary 4.3. It then
follows that there is a C > 0 and for each p > a a Ap > 0 such that

{

CA-(l-D/m) ifm>D
inf Re R>. (x ; y) 2

Ix-yl~p C log A-I if m = D

uniformly for A E (0, Ap ].

4.3 Second order subelliptic divergence form operators

For M, f-l > 0 let £(M, f-l) be the set of all second order subelliptic operators in the form,

where

d' d' d'

H = - L AiCij A j +I: bi Ai + I:AiCi +col ,
i,j=:l i=:l i=:l

d'

Re L Cij ei ej 2: f-llel 2

i,j=:l

(22)

for all e E Cd', with cij,bi,Ci,CO E L oo complex-valued and IICijiloo ::; M, IIbilloo ::;
M, IIcilloo ::; M and IIcolloo ::; M for all i,j E {I, ... , d'}. We call the elements of
UM,p,>O £(M, f-l) second order subelliptic divergence form operators. Then H generates
a holomorphic semigroup on L2, but in general it does not have Gaussian bounds for the
distributional kernel. In the rest of this subsection we restrict to suitable subclasses of
£(M, f-l) such that the appropriate kernel bounds exist.

The first theorem is for self-adjoint operators without first order terms.

Theorem 4.8 Let Ho be a second order subelliptic divergence form operator which is self
adjoint on L2. If the principal coefficients are either all real or all right uniformly contin
uous then for all complex Co E L oo there exist c, K, > 0 and to E (0,1] such that

Ref{t(g i h) 2 et-D'/2

for all g, h E G and t E (0, to] with d'(g i h) ::; K, t 1/ 2 , where f{ is the kernel associated with
the operator H = Ho + Co I.
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Proof If Co = 0 then the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.5 as the kernel satisfies
Gaussian bounds and is Holder continuous (see [EIR5], Theorem 1.1, and [EIR6], Theorem
1.1). Let 5(0) and ](0) be the semigroup and kernel associated with Ho. We use the first
perturbation method of Section 3. Since 115t ll oo-+oo and 115(0)111-+1 are bounded uniformly
for t E (0,1] and 115t 111-+oo ~ a t-D'/2 and 115IO)111-+00 ~ a t-D'/2 for t E (0,1] for a suitable
a > 0, there exist a, a' > 0 such that

uniformly for all t E (0, 1]. Then it follows from (8) that there exist C> 0 and to E (0, 1]
such that Re ](t(g; g) ;::: et-D ' /2 for all t E (0, to] and 9 E G. The off-diagonal bounds
follow as before. 0

If the principal coefficients are Holder continuous one can prove lower bounds for almost
self-adjoint operators.

For .M, f1 > 0 and v E (0,1) let £lJ(M, f1) be the set of all H E £(M, f1) of the form (22)
such that 11(1 - L(g))Cijlloo ~ M(lgl')lJ for all 9 E G with Igl' ~ 1 and i,j E {I, ... ,d'}.

I L M ( ) d I H d' A (0) A "d' b(O) ATleorem 4.9 et ,f1 > 0) v E 0,1 an et 0 = -Ei,j=l iCij j +L..i=l i i+

Ef~l A c~O) + C6°)] E £lJ (M, f1) be self-adjoint on L2. Then there exist c, £, K, > 0 and
to E (0, 1] such that

Re ](t(g; h) ;::: ceD ' /2

for all g, h E G and t E (0, to] with d'(g; h) ~ K, t 1
/

2 where the estimates are uniform for

all H = - Ef,~=l Ai Cij A j + Ef~l bi A + Ef~l A Ci + co] E £lJ(M, f1) with IICij - c~~)lloo < £

for all i, j E {I, ... , d'}. (1{ is the kernel associated with H.)

Proof The proof is again similar to the proof of Theorem 4.5. The statements of Propo
sition 4.4 are also valid for the class £lJ(M, f1) instead of the class £(m, M, f1) (see [EIR7],
Theorem 1.2). Moreover, the Lp-bounds analoguous to Proposition 4.4.III are valid with
n = 1, m = 1 and all P E [1,00] since the kernel is once differentiable, with appropriate
Gaussian bounds. The only modification in the proof of Theorem 4.5 is that one has to
take p = 00 instead of p = 2 + 8. We omit the details. 0

4.4 Bounded regions

We conclude with some remarks on lower bounds for kernels of strongly elliptic operators on
bounded regions, or unbounded regions with a boundary in Rd. The new difficulty is that
on-diagonal lower bounds can fail. Their validity is dependent on the choice of boundary
conditions. In particular the bounds fail for Dirichlet conditions as one approaches the
boundary (see [Davl], Examples 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). Nevertheless our methods establish
lower bounds for Neumann conditions.
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Let f2 be a bounded open subset of R d which has the extension property. Further let
Di = a/axi for all i E {1, ... , d}. Then H1 (f2) = {cp E L2 (f2) : D~d)cp E L2 (f2) for all i E

{1, ... , d}}, where D~d) denotes the distributional derivative.
Now consider the pure second-order Neumann operator HN with real measurable coef

ficients Cij = Cji E Loo defined by the positive quadratic form

d'

hN(cp) = L (Dicp,cijDjcp)
i,j=l

with domain D(hN) = H1 (f2), where C = (Cij) 2 111 > 0 uniformly on f2. Then HN
is a positive self-adjoint operator and the corresponding semigroup St = e-tHN has an
integral kernel satisfying the symmetry property J(t (9; h) = J(t( h ;9) for all 9, h E G.
But it follows from [ArE], Theorem 4.4, that the kernel satisfies Gaussian upper bounds.
Therefore Properties 1-3 of Section 2 are directly verifiable with I = 1/2. But Property 4
follows because Jl E D(HN) and HNJl = 0 which implies StJl = Jl for all t > O. Therefore
Theorem 2.1 gives on-diagonal lower bounds

uniformly for all 9 E G and t in an interval (0, to].
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